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Han and Romero (2004) present an analysis of alternative questions (alt-q) that combines insights from previous approaches. As part of their argumentation, they adduce data from Hindi. While I have no argument with
Han and Romero’s overall take on alternative questions (modulo differences with respect to framework particular
implementation), their analysis of the Hindi data is flawed because they fail to distinguish between two types of
kya ‘what’: the scope marker kya and the question/interrogative marker kya. The former has been the subject
of intensive analysis (Dayal 1994, 1996, 2000), the latter has not yet received attention within formal linguistics,
though its existence is noted in grammars (e.g., Platts 1884). In this paper, I provide evidence that there are indeed
two different kya at play in Urdu/Hindi and propose an alternative approach to understanding kya in Urdu/Hindi
than that advanced by Han and Romero. Rather than assuming a non-overt Q that marks the scope of a question, I
suggest that the scope marking kya serves as an overt marker of the scope of interrogavity. The question marking
kya, on the other hand, is used to partition a clause into which parts are accessible for questioning and which are
not. This is a phenomenon that has so far not been observed in the literature. I develop an account within LFG that
adopts Dayal’s (1996) indirect dependency account for the scope marker kya, but builds on an interaction between
i(nformation)-structure and word order with respect to questions advanced by Mycock (2006) and Butt (2102).
Basic Data: It is well known that Urdu/Hindi does not allow embedded wh-elements to take matrix scope
unless they have been overtly extracted or when something that has come to be called a scope marking construction
is used. As illustrated in (1), in a scope marking construction, a kya ‘what’ is introduced in the matrix clause while
the embedded wh-element remains in situ. The result is matrix scope of an embedded wh-element. Dayal (1996)
has argued for an indirect dependency account by which the embedded that-clause is anaphorically related to the
kya in the matrix clause, which in turn is not seen as an expletive of any kind, but as a “thematic” ‘what’, i.e., a
full wh-element. The matrix interpretation of the embedded wh-element is facilitated via the indirect dependency.
(1) sita
kya soc-ti
hai [ki kon ja-ye-ga]?
Sita.F.Nom what think-Impf.F.Sg is that who go-3.Sg-Fut-M.Sg
Who does Sita think will go? (Lit.: What does Sita think, that who will go?)

Scope Marking kya

The question marker is generally optional in simple sentences, as in (2). It also does not necessarily have to be
in initial position. When it is absent, the question interpretation is signaled only via rising (question) intonation.
(3) illustrates the question marker with an embedded clause. Note that unlike the scope marker, this kya does not
trigger a question reading on the embedded clause. The interrogative pertains only to the matrix clause, which is
interpreted as a yes-no question.
(2) (kya) ram
(kya) ja-ye-ga?
what Ram.M.Nom what go-3.Sg-Fut.M.Sg
‘Will Ram go?’ (Lit.: What — Ram will go?)

Question Marking kya

(3) kya sita
ye soc-ti
hai [ki ram
ja-ye-ga]?
what Sita.F.Nom this think-Impf.F.Sg is that Ram.M.Nom go-3.Sg-Fut-M.Sg
Does Sita think that Ram will go? (Lit.: What — Sita thinks that Ram will go?)

Question Marking kya

Note that the kya in (3) cannot be the scope marker kya since the object of the verb ‘think’ is filled by ye ‘this’.
This is the scope marking element of the declarative versions of the scope marking construction.
Alternative Questions: Han and Romero use Hindi data to add further crosslinguistic evidence to their analysis
of alternative questions. Their basic approach is to combine insights from Larson (1985) and Schwarz (1999). Larson argued that alternative questions can be understood as essentially being whether-questions that are structurally
parallel to either-or clauses. Schwarz further showed that the syntax of either-or clauses were best accounted for
in terms of gapping. Schwarz was not able to extend his account to whether questions since they do not function
absolutely parallel to either-or clauses. Han and Romero point out that this can be accounted for by assuming

that what differentiates either-or from whether clauses is that in the latter a wh-element is involved and hence
non-parallelism must be expected. With respect to Hindi, they adduce arguments for their combined account. In
particular, they postulate a non-overt Q that introduces alternative questions. They treat Q as a wh-phrase that is
interpreted in SpecCP and whose movement is not clause-bound, but island bound. They assume a structure as in
(4) and argue that: 1) in order for a matrix alternative question to obtain, the kya scope marker must be present in
the matrix clause; 2) island effects can be observed with kya in that the alt-q reading is unavailable in (5) — only
a matrix yes/no-question reading can be obtained.
(4) jaun
kya soc-ta
hai [ Q
ki [candra=ne
kofi
p-i
th -i]
John.M.Nom what think-Impf.M.Sg is whether that Chandra.F=Erg coffee.F.Nom drink-Perf.F.Sg was.F.Sg
cai
p-i
th -i]]?
ya [candra=ne
or Chandra.F=Erg tea.F.Nom drink-Perf.F.Sg was.F.Sg
‘Which does John think: that Chandra drank coffee or that Chandra drank tea?’

alt-q

(5) ram=ko
kya ye bat pAta hai [ ki madh u=ne
cai
p-i
th -i ya kofi]?
Ram.M=Dat what this talk know is that Madhu.F=Erg tea.F.Nom drink-Perf.F.Sg was or coffee.F.Sg.Nom
‘Does Ram know this that Madhu drank tea or coffee?’
yes/no-question
*Which does Ram know: that Madhu drank tea or coffee?
alt-q
While it seems correct that the scope marker kya is necessary to license alt-q readings at the matrix level, the
island effects do not actually obtain, rendering the argument for a movement analysis void. The reason is that
the kya in (5) is not the scope marker kya, but the question marker kya. The scope marking element in (5) is the
ye ‘this’ already seen in (3) , which is what the that-clause is anaphorically connected to. The fact that only a
yes/no-question reading is available immediately follows from the fact that this kya is not the scope marking kya.
Alternative Analysis: The proposal put forward in this paper is that the scope marker kya indeed enables
matrix scope of questions as described by Han and Romero for alternative questions and by Dayal for embedded
wh-elements. The overall analyis of the scope marker kya follows the indirect dependency approach of Dayal.
The kya is treated as an argument of the matrix verb and is anaphorically related to the embedded CP-complement
(cf. Mycock 2006 for scope marking and dependency constructions in Hungarian). Additionally, a separate question marker kya serves to indicate that a clause is to be interpreted as an interrogative. However, it is not a typical
clause marker in that it: 1) is optional; 2) is not generally found in embedded contexts; 3) shows variation in
positioning, cf. (2). I argue on the basis of examples as in (6) that the word order variation partitions a clause into
a part that is rendered outside of the scope of what can be questioned and a part that is up for being questioned.
For example, in (6), the constituent to the left of kya cannot be included as part of an alternative question.
(6) ram=ne
kya sita=ko
kıtab
d-i
ya amra=ko/*ravi=ne?
Ram.M=Erg what Sita.F=Dat book.F.Nom give-Perf.F.Sg or Amra.F=Dat/Ravi.M=Erg
‘Did Ram give a book to Sita or Amra?/Did Ram or Ravi give a book to Sita’
The analysis of question marker kya proposed in the paper builds on the interaction between syntax (in particular, word order) and i-structure mapped out in Mycock (2006) and Butt (2102) with respect to questions. A partition
is built into i-structure which differentiates those parts of the clause that are salient and available to questioning
vs. those that are taken as given and are not in the domain of a possible question.
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